
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of CRM developer. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for CRM developer

Configure Salesforce.com CRM and develop the customized functionalities
through Apex & Visualforce, responsible for system administration including
but not limited to data loading, workflow, approval processes, validation
rules, reports and dashboards, profile/role management
Create business reporting system for sales, marketing, business process
management and so on to ensure consistent organization information and
enable complex analytic queries to the business users through data
warehouse technology
Manage production system migration and release, include tasks scheduling
and resources coordination, migration plan review, progress update and
tracing, post-migration testing, status reporting
Implement and upgrade system software for servers in Development, Test,
Certification and Production environments, monitor the servers and
applications, analyze the system alerts and error logs, take the actions
accordingly for performance tuning and/or risk mitigation
Create various business and technical documents for project needs, include
business requirements document, system design document, test plan,
business continuity plan and system run book
Provide the technical support to the internal clients for the complex issues
escalated by IT to our team
Analyze business requirements, design and implement the customized
solutions of business system through J2EE architecture and with SFDC
compliance
Manage SFDC system development for growing business needs, for example,
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Support the trouble-shooting on application system, system related business
logics and the back-end algorithm
Assist the Business Intelligence Manager to customize the hosting services
for the customers and tailor the Service Level Agreement to meet the
customers' requirements

Qualifications for CRM developer

Experience in executing complex global projects
IT and engineering background preferred
Salesforce.com experience required with system administrator certification a
plus
Detailed understanding of and experience with Salesforce.com CRM sales
and service cloud platform other cloud applications such as BigMachines
Ability to lead a small team of Salesforce developers (contractors)
Oracle EBS, Big Machines, Eloqua, knowledge a plus


